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1.

ICASE News

ICASE is a Non-Governmental Organisation, set up by its member National STAs, Science Societies,
Science Centres, etc to form an International Science Education Communication Network. Are you
a member of a national/regional organisation a member of ICASE ? And is your organisation a
current member of ICASE ? It is possible for all organisations interested in international science
and technology education to be part of the network. Contact Miia Rannikmae, ICASE Secretary for
more information (miia@ut.ee)
PARSEL Project
Following a successful final conference the project – PARSEL – has now come to an end.
ICASE has been involved in the PARSEL project alongside 8 European Universities (IPN,
University of Kiel, Germany (Coordinator), University of Tartu, Estonia, University of Lisbon,
Portugal, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel, University of Ionnina, Greece, University of
Lund, Sweden, Frei Universitat Berlin, Germany, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark).
The outcomes of the project are a set of teaching/learning materials, tested in a number of
classrooms across Europe for greater student interest and relevance of science teaching. The
outcomes were evaluated by teachers as very positive and teachers gained favourable responses
from students. An important aspect was that teachers welcomed the teacher ownership aspect of
the project, but realised that they needed careful guidance to appreciate how the philosophy
behind the project could best be implemented. The September 2008 issue of Science Education
International, the ICASE journal, was devoted to the project.
ICASE participated in a workshop on the PARSEL project in the ICASE African workshop in
Abuja, Nigeria.

ICASE is now interested in working with member organisations or others in promoting this
promising approach to raising scientific literacy and popularity of science teaching. Although
materials exist in a range of languages, further translations may be needed, but irrespective of
language, it is important that teacher modifications are permitted so as to (a) better relate to the
local situation/culture and (b) enhance teacher ownership of the actual teaching carried out.
Should you or your organisation have interest in knowing more, please contact the ICASE
President, Jack Holbrook, on jack@ut.ee.
ICASE journal.
As mentioned last month, the ICASE Executive Committee at its last meeting in February decided
that ICASE should move to producing an open source, online journal. The reasons for this were
two-fold (a) the cost of the printed version was becoming too great, (b) an online journal held the
potential for greater readership, especially in large or developing countries. ICASE wishes to
thank the editor of the printed version of the journal for his efforts in developing the journal, but
respects his wish not to continue as the editor of the online version. He requests that queries
about the journal are no longer referred to him.
The journal will continue to be a peer reviewed journal concentrating on ‘what research says to
the science teacher’. ICASE hopes to get the new version up and running by June 2009 and
welcomes submission of articles. As always, ICASE will publish articles in English and will help
with the editing of English for those writing who are not native English speakers. Submissions
from member organisations related to their operations which may interest an international
readership are very welcome.
For more details and how to make submissions online and for other matters related to the journal,
please contact, in the first instance, the ICASE President, or your regional representative (see
section 7 of this newsletter).
ICASE website
ICASE is about to upgrade its website so this can better serve as an international information
source and network. This process is now ongoing. Suggestions of what the upgraded website
should include are very welcome and should be addressed to Dr Janchai Yingprayoon, the ICASE
Immediate Past President (janchai@loxinfo.co.th). One suggestion is to include links to websites
of member organisations, where we have permission to do so.
ICASE World Conference
This major ICASE event will take place in a little more than one year from now. The call for
papers is out and very shortly online submission will be possible. The website is
www.worldSTE2010.ut.ee Any difficulties, please contact Miia Rannikmae, the conference
convenor (miia@ut.ee).
The conference convenor is interested in STRAND submissions for presentations/workshops, etc
from member organisations. A strand is a series of presentations put together by the member
organisations across different conference sessions and submitted by the member organisation. The
conference convenor will then work with the member organisation to best fit the strand into the
conference. Presentations of papers, etc. by individuals are also accepted.
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2.

Science Activities

These following activities are from a collection built up by ICASE through its former primary
science newsletter (STEP) and other sources. They are put forward to bring attention to small
activities which can be carried out in the science classroom with minimal equipment.
ICASE would be delighted to publish your favourite activities. Please send to jack@ut.ee
A)

STEP ACTIVITY

Gravity on a Sheet
Challenge: How can you show the effect of gravity using a large tablecloth?
What you need
|Large tablecloth or sheet
Large stone
Marble
What to do
When thinking about gravity, have you ever
wondered what would happen to the path of
a planet if it approached the Sun ? Try this
activity to find out.
You need four people to tightly hold the
corners of a large tablecloth or sheet. Place a
heavy object such a s a large stone in the
centre of the cloth. This makes the centre of
the cloth curve downwards. Roll a marble so
that it spirals around the stone. What
happens?

More to do
Change the speed and the initial angle of the marble as you roll the marble on the cloth. How does
this affect its orbit?
What happens if you use a lighter or heavier stone in the centre of the cloth?
What happens if you use different size spheres – ball bearing, large marble, golf ball, tennis ball?
Discuss how space probes such as the Pioneer spacecraft make use of a sling shot effect to move
from one planet to another. How does the tablecloth activity demonstrate the sling shot effect?
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B)

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE ACTIVITY
THE BIONIC FINGER (I)

Materials:

1. One heavy rubber plunger (used to unplug a sink).
2. A stool or chair with a smooth seat.

push down

Procedure:
1. Make a small hole in the plunger with a scissor's point.
2. Show the students the plunger and ask: "What is under the plunger when I place it on the table?"
(anticipated answer: 'nothing').
3. Ask one of the students to come up and put his/her cheek close to
the hole in the plunger.
4. Push the plunger in: air rushes out and blows against the cheek! AIR OCCUPIES
SPACE: (see left Sketch).
5. Show the students the plunger on top of a stool.
6. Tell them that you possess a bionic finger and that you can hold down the plunger
against the stool with one finger.
7. Push down on the plunger and hold it down with one finger covering the hole (a wet finger will
work better), and ask a student to come up and pull the plunger up (See right Sketch).
The whole stool will stick to the plunger and be lifted!
Questions:
1. What was under the plunger?
2. What was helping my finger to keep the plunger down?
3. How much force is pressing down on the plunger?
4. How heavy can the stool be and still be lifted up?
Explanation:
There was air under the plunger and it rushed out when it was pushed in. When holding the plunger
down with one finger, the hole was covered and this prevented the air from coming back in under
the plunger, causing a lower pressure under it. A moist finger works better to plug the hole, because
the water acts as a seal. The force holding down the plunger is equal to the surface area of
the plunger multiplied by 1 kg (about 75 kg for a plunger with a 10 cm diameter).
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C) USING EXPERIMENTAL IDEAS IN SCIENCE TEACHING
This newsletter contains two experimental ideas. It is hoped that these will be of interest.
But how to use these experiments in teaching ? Teachers need to be free to include
experimentation as they feel best, but given below is ICASE thinking in putting forward the
experiments in this newsletter. Teachers and science educators are welcome to comment.
1. Who does the experiment ?
Clearly these experiments can be undertaken as a teacher demonstration. However, the
intention is that the students are involved, either working individually, or more likely, in small
groups. The apparatus is kept as simple as possible and can often be brought from home, or
made by the students themselves.
Why is student involvement preferred ? We note the old Confucius saying – I hear and I
forget; I see and I remember; I do and I understand. The belief is that the more students are
engaged, the more they learn. Teacher demonstrations, or large group experiments, limit
student involvement and are thus not preferred.
2. Should instructions be given to students ?
The sections ‘What to do’ and/or ‘Procedure’ clearly spell out how to undertake the
experiment. But it is not intended that the experiment must be used in this way. By following
instructions, a ‘cookbook,’ or ‘follow a recipe’ situation is created. This highlights the doing,
but probably not the understanding. Where instructions are provided, the student learning can
be expected to be the explanation that follows. And the teacher is then focusing on students’
explanatory skills. The questions have been added to the first experiment to encourage moves
away from a ‘cookbook’ or ‘do-and-forget’ approach and towards a more exploratory
approach. In the second experiment the questions seek understanding which can lead to
modifications of the experiments for more novel effects. It will a pity if the teacher is the
person who answers these questions.
3. Inquiry learning
Can the experiments be used in an inquiry approach, whereby the students raise questions and
suggest the purpose and procedure themselves ? This is very much an ICASE recommended
approach. It means students put forward the investigatory question, plus the procedure to
follow. It promotes science as the seeking of explanations to questions put forward rather than
to a ‘wondering why’ approach, although perhaps appropriate for younger students.
So what would be the investigatory questions for these experiments ?
This is a challenge left for you to consider.
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3.

An Introduction to Ideas for greater Relevance of Science
Teaching for the Enhancement of Scientific Literacy
Jack Holbrook, ICASE President

This column last month looked at ideas related to the philosophy of teaching science subjects. It
built on pass efforts by ICASE, but looks into needs for the 21st century. However the views put
forward do not necessarily relate to those accepted by the ICASE Governing Body and these
views can be challenged and refuted.
Last month two hypotheses was put forward; that there is the need for greater 1.

popularity of science lessons, or science teaching, in school. (Note: This is not considered
to be the same as raising the popularity of science in society – there is evidence that
whereas the popularity of science can be quite high, school science teaching has the
unenviable label of being unpopular).

2.

relevance of science teaching in school and this need is particularly focussed on science
teaching in the compulsory years of secondary school.

It then explained the meaning attached to the terms popularity and relevance.
This led to two key questions
What exactly do we mean by scientific literacy ?
And - how do we teach, in a popular and relevant manner, to enhance scientific literacy?
These questions are now addressed.
Although there are many definitions of scientific literacy, or scientific and technological literacy
(STL), they all fall, basically, into 2 groups. Both groups recognise STL needs with respect to
careers and with transference of learning in school to components beyond school.
Group 1 definitions point to the need for literacy to relate to science content knowledge.
Group 2 definitions point to the major focus being functionality within society in a science sense.
The first group put emphasis on the economical argument for teaching science in school. This
basically sees the development of future scientists being a major need for the economic
development of the society, plus partly addressing the needs of others so they have some
comprehension of scientific endeavours. Scientific literacy is about gaining a background and
understanding in science fundamentals.
The second group take on a more democratic argument and see science for all as important. This
group puts emphasis on science in school being part of education and it is education that is the
major focus. To educate students through the science, the goals of education are promoted as the
major component and the science is seen as the vehicle for this. Scientific literacy is more
associated with the skills, especially problem solving and decision making and the transference of
the learning to aspects of life within the society, or the workplace. Hence here, context is the
important driving force.
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Which group has the more important focus on scientific literacy or STL ? This is a key question
related to the purpose of teaching science, the relevance of science in school and, of course, its
popularity.
Research shows that, for most students, science is better appreciated and is easier to learn where it
is associated with the world in which the students live. In other words, the context is an important
component in learning science in school. This suggests the need for an educational focus for the
teaching in school and hence the teaching of science. And as this is in line with the concept of
education for all (science education for all), it finds favour as the interpretation of scientific
literacy.
A suggested definition of STL is thus proposed as :
“developing the ability to creatively utilise sound science knowledge in everyday life, or in a
career, to solve problems, make decisions and hence improve the quality of life”.
(Holbrook and Rannikmae, 1997; 2007)
This definition does not include specific content, although it needs to build on scientific
knowledge. Rather it recognises the importance of being able to support the development of life
skills, especially in the area of problem solving and decision making. The content for this comes,
naturally from the context, and hence the extent and emphasis of the content can also be
determined by the context. But does this lead to popularity and relevance ?
Research conducted in this area says it does.
But this portrays science in school in a far different light than is common in many curricula. It
suggests that society issues can provide the focus for science in school and provide the parameters
for the science content to be acquired. Science content can thus be developed on a need-to-know
basis.

This suggests, in turn, that the popularity or relevance can be enhanced by means of a contextbased approach to the teaching of science.
Two questions now arise:
1. How can a context-based approach be developed, based on relevance and popularity ?
2. If the context is related to issues, how does this relate to the need for education to be the focus
for science teaching ?
These questions will be the focus of the column next month.
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4.

SAFE SCI Be Protected

Article provided by Dr. Ken Roy – Chairman of the ICASE Standing Committee on Safety in
Science Education. He is also Director of Environmental Health & Safety, Glastonbury (CT), an
authorized OSHA instructor and science safety consultant. Email: Royk@glastonburyus.org

HOW SECURE IS YOUR SCIENCE LABORATORY AND SCHOOL?
(PART I1)
III.

CREATING AND/OR UPGRADING SECURITY – THE LABORATORY
(continued)

L.

Laboratory Hygiene – No drinking, eating, smoking, etc. should be permitted in
the laboratory, save exceptions approved by the chemical hygiene officer.

M.

Appliances – All appliances such as refrigerators, microwaves, ovens, etc., should
be appropriately labeled for intended use.

N.

Ventilation – Laboratory and preparation rooms should have “negative pressure”
relative to corridors.

O.

Housekeeping – Appropriate housekeeping must be secured to reduce or eliminate
trip/fall hazards, provide adequate clearance of sprinkler systems, provide access
to emergency equipment, have an unobstructed means of egress, etc.

P.

Emergency Lighting – Emergency lighting should be available to assist evacuation
in power outages as appropriate. The lighting should be inspected periodically to
ensure operation.

Q.

Evacuation Plans – Evacuation plans should be posted in appropriate sites, in
addition to emergency numbers. All laboratories, preparation rooms and
storerooms should have communication access in cases of emergency.

IV.

CREATING AND/OR UPGRADING SECURITY – THE FACILITY

The school building or facility should also have security needs addressed. This is the first
“line of defense.” These simple recommended procedures will not guarantee a 100%
secure workplace. However, they will raise everyone’s level of awareness and help the
building become more secure – both physically and psychologically! The recommended
procedures include:
A.

Designated Reception Area – The building should have a designated entrance and
receptionist area to control access. All remaining entrance doors should be locked.

B.

Visitors – Once signed in, visitors should be escorted to designated work areas by
employees.
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C.

Employees – All employees should wear employee photo identification.

D.

Strangers – Employees should challenge any unaccompanied stranger(s) in the
workplace.

E.

Mail – Employees should be trained and be provided with personal protective
equipment (e.g., latex or vinyl gloves) to sort mail. Protocols should be in place to
deal with suspicious items.

F.

Lockdown/Evacuation Procedures – Employers should develop both lockdown and
evacuation procedures for employees and students. Appropriate drills should be
exercised.

In the U.S., the Occupational Safety & Health Administration or OSHA requires emergency
preparedness plans for employees in its 29 CFR Part 1010.30 and 29 CFR Part 1910.165
standards (Available at www.OSHA.gov). These standards mandate that employers provide
emergency action plans and fire prevention plans. These plans are only an example of proactive
preparation. Readers should consult their own government’s standards or regulations. OSHA’s
include:
A.

Emergency escape procedures and escape route assignments.

B.

Procedures for employees who remain behind to operate essential operations.

C.

Procedures to account for all employees after an evacuation are completed.

D.

Rescue and medical duties for employees with those responsibilities.

E.

Procedures for reporting fires or other emergencies.

F.

Names and titles of persons to contact for explanations or further instructions.

3. FINAL THOUGHT
Remember - “AAA” - Awareness, Assessment and Action are keys to safety and security – be
prepared!
LIVE LONG AND PROSPER SAFELY!
RESOURCES:
http://www.ccohs.ca – Canadian Center for Occupational Health and Safety
http://www.osha.gov – Occupational Safety and Health Administration
http://www.epa.gov/ - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
http://www.ema.gov.au/agd/ema/emainternet.nsf/Page/RWP8068B438E9360F4FCA256C
8700361BAF - Emergency Management Australia
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5.

Janchai Corner

Here is a further example of a simple home-made piece of
equipment.

Do you have favourite home-made equipment of your own ? Why not share this with others.
Contact Dr Janchai (janchai@loxinfo.co.th).

Janchai Yingprayoon is the Immediate Past President of ICASE.
He is based in Thailand.
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6.

Calendar of Events

CONASTA 58 – The Conference of the Australian Science Teachers Association
4-7 July 2009 at the Hotel Grand Chancellor in Launceston, Tasmania, Australia
The theme for the conference - A Bridge to the Future. Within the theme will be highlighted
Science – future problem solver
Educational change and the national curriculum
Science in a rural context
Science and literacy
You are invited to submit an overview of a presentation for the CONASTA 58 conference.
Presentation summaries are due by Friday 20 February 2009. Abstracts can be submitted through
the website via the Speaker’s Zone (www.cdesign.com.au/conasta58.
Registration fees
Full registration before April 2009 (member A$450; non member A$650).
After April (member A$550, non member A$750). More details on the website.
For all enquiries contact - Conference Design Pty Ltd, 228 Liverpool Street, Hobart, Tasmania
7000. E-mail Info@cdesign.com. Tel (international) +61 3 6231 2999
International Congress of Science Education, 10 years of the Journal of Science Education
(Cartagena, Colombia, 15 - 18 July 2009).
The main aim on this Congress is to discuss international experience in science education. The
venue in Latin America presents a special opportunity for our community, and your participation
would create a high interest and impact for this international event.
The Journal of Science Education, JSE, has an international character and publishes articles about
the science education (Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, etc.) for the university and
secondary or high school levels. Authors from 53 countries have published more than 320 full
peer evaluated articles in previous issues, various authors are from your country. Our authors are:
from Europe (47%), America (45%), Asia (7%), Africa (1%). About 46% of published works
have been about research in science education.
We invite you to take part in this International Congress. We are very interesting in if you can
organize a symposium or workshop about one of the several topics to be talked about at the
congress.
Two important dates were:
* Preliminary registration: 15 December 2008
* Sending the abstracts: 10 February 2009 but you can still participate !
Please see the website for more details

http://www.colciencias.gov.co/rec/cong

ESERA 2009 Conference, Istanbul, Turkey
The next European Science Education Research Association conference will be held in Istanbul,
Turkey from the August 31st - September 4th 2009. The venue is the Grand Cevahir Hotel and
Conference Centre. For more information consult the ESERA website or contact M. Fatih
TAŞAR : mftasar@gazi.edu.tr or Gültekin ÇAKMAKÇI : cakmakci@hacettepe.edu.tr
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ICASE Asian Symposium XI, 1-3 November 2009, Guangxi Normal University, Guilin,
P.R.China.
The 11th ICASE Asian Symposium will be organised by the ICASE-GNU Guilin Teacher
Training Center (GTTC) with the Research Institute of Science Education (RISE) at Guangxi
Normal University, from the 1-3 November 2009. The theme of the symposium is Bridging the
Gap between Formal and Informal Science Education and is a founding event for the newly
established ICASE Guilin Teacher Train Center. The symposium will provide an opportunity for
science teachers and education to meet in order to
•

•
•

Learning from and interact with invited science education experts on how top create ad
wisely use high educationally valued teaching materials in order to make genuine
improvements in science learning and teaching;
Share ideas and experiences with each other related to science teaching practices
Visit and discuss RISE and its partner schools on developing featured science teaching
resources.

The symposium venue will be the Yuchai Campus of Guangxi Normal University and all
academic activities will take place within the RISE facilities. The language of the symposium will
be English
Registration fees – Overseas participants 2000¥
(students 1000 ¥)
Local participants (rate to be decided) 7.5 ¥ = 1 US$
Updated details will appear on the RISE website www.risechina.org
For more information please contact the secretariat – Miss Handan Huang, Research Institute of
Science Education, Guangxi Normal University, Guilin 541004, P.R. China
E-mail gxnucsc@sohu.com
Cosmed 2009, the 3rd International Science and Mathematics Education conference will be held
at RECSAM, Penang, Malaysia from the 10-12 November 2009. The theme of the conference is
Improving Science and Mathematics Literacy, Theory, Innovation and Practice.
The objectives of the conferecne are:
To provide a forum to review views, exchange ideas and share experiences, especially on the
development of scientific and mathematcial literacy at all levels
To review and recognise the integrationof ICT to develop sciecn eand mathematics literacy
To review and enhance continuous professional development as a means to sustain the
development of sciecne and mathematcis literacy
To encourage the sharing of knowledge skills and epxerineces of experts working on new
strategies to sustain sciecn eand mathematcis literacy reforms in teaching and assessment
To strengthen professional networkinng among sciecne and mathematcis educators both locally
and globally
To maintain professinal contacts to enhacne among a consortium of internationla orgnaisations
and educational institutional to facilitate greater dissemination and exchange of expertise at an
international level.
Key note speakers are Kaye Stacy, Foundation Professor of Mathetical Education, University of
Melbourne, Australia and Profesor David Treagust, Deputy Dean of Graduate Studies, Science
and Mathematics Education Centre, Curtin University of Technology, W.Australia. Participants
can registr online at www.recsam.edu.my/cosmed.
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National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), Philadelphia, USA
The next NSTA National Conference will be held in Philadelphia, PA from March 17-21, 2010.
Please consult the NSTA website for more details

ICASE World Conference, 28th June – 2nd July, 2010, Tartu, Estonia
The 3rd ICASE World Science and Technology Education Conference will be held at the
University of Tartu.
Conference theme - Innovation in science and technology education: research, policy,
practice. The Call for Papers is now announced for each of the sub-themes – research; policy and
practice. [See attached call for papers]
Introducing the conference title
Innovation and Education are heavily interlinked. As countries move along the path of
development (and really this is their destiny; unknown is the pace at which this takes place),
education is a key factor in promoting meaningful progress. Whether this factor is identified with
values such as equity, human rights, tolerance, or preparations for a knowledge-based society,
education has been recognised as an essential component in a country’s development.
But as movement within a country takes place along the development path, so education itself
needs to develop; it needs to be in tune with the moving platform. For this, not only is innovation
a hallmark of development, but it is a key ingredient in the required developments in education.
Such innovation needs to have a research underpinning, guided by policy makers towards
intentions and introduced at the level of practice by the implementation attributes within the
country (unfortunately under a heavy threat of distortion by the assessment practices in many
countries, unless these are also an essential part of the innovation).
Science and technology education has a crucial role in this innovation. Not only is it involved in
preparing innovative citizens within society, but also as part of the education provision within
countries, it is at the forefront of educational innovations, undertaking this from within a science
frame.

SPECIAL NOTICE to Science Teacher Associations
and Science Education Organisations
The conference organisers invite you to put forward conference ‘strands’ which are a series
of presentations by members of your organisation. They are included across the conference
programme. The purpose is to provide an opportunity for organisations to disseminate
innovations on the world scene to others in line with the thrusts of their organisations. For
more details please contact Miia Rannikmae e-mail miia@ut.ee
10th ECRISE and 4th DidSci conference, Krakow, Poland July 4 – 9, 2010
The organizing committee cordially invites you to attend and participate in the 10th European
Conference on Research In Chemistry Education (ECRICE) and 4th International Conference
Research in Didactics of the Sciences (DidSci). We kindly invite all academicians, doctoral
students, science teachers, and researchers to take part in these events.
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Based on a long tradition, ECRICE is organized under the auspices of EuCheMS (formerly
FECS), in relation to the activity of the Division of Chemical Education. This meeting follows
successful conferences held in Istanbul (2008), Budapest (2006), Ljubljana (2004), Aveiro (2001)
etc. This Conference ise an opportunity to exchange experiences on research in chemical
education (ECRICE) and research & practice in natural science education (DisSci) carried out at
every education level from primary school to graduate studies. The aim of the conference is to
familiarize participants with the most recent achievements in the various scientific centres.
The programme will feature a wide variety of plenary, invited and contributed lectures, as well as
poster sessions. Topics include:
– Results of science/chemical education research and reports on evidence-based and/or
research informed practice at all levels in the fields.
– Teaching and learning chemistry/science at all level of education (from elementary
schools to universities, general and vocational schools).
– Life long learning in chemistry/science.
– New technologies in chemical/science education.
– Laboratory work (Micro Scale Chemistry, safety issues etc.).
– Chemistry/science teachers' education (pre- and in-service training).
– Teaching chemistry/science to students with diverse abilities (teaching gifted student,
teaching students with learning difficulties).
– Critical analysis of chemistry/science textbooks and curricula.
– Green chemistry and environmental chemistry education.
– Ethical issues in chemistry/science eduaction and research
– Chemistry and Society, public understanding of chemistry.
– History and philosophy of chemistry/science.
– Chemistry/science and industry.
– International programmes and projects in chemistry/science education.
Abstracts of oral contributions and posters will be peer reviewed. The language of ECRICE will
be English, whereas the language of the DidSci component of the conference will be English,
Polish, Czech, and Slovak.
For more information contact: Iwona Maciejowska ECRICE 2010 secretary at e-mail address:
ecrice2010@ap.krakow.pl or Małgorzata Nodzynska DIDSCI 2010 secretary at e-mail address:
didsci2010@ap.krakow.pl
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7.

ICASE Executive Committee 2008-2011

Based on the ICASE constitution, the ICASE Management committee as well as Regional
Representatives are elected by member organisations. These elected members, in turn, nominate
chairs of relevant standing committees. Together these persons form the ICASE Executive
Committee and are the persons who make decisions on behalf of the ICASE Governing Body.
The ICASE Governing Body is the ICASE member organisations.
The Executive Committee (the decision making body working for the Governing Body)
President
Prof Jack Holbrook
E-mail jack@ut.ee

Secretary
Prof Miia Rannikmae
E-mail miia@ut.ee

Past President
Dr Janchai Yingprayoon
E-mail janchai@loxinfor.co.th

Treasurer
Adrian Fenton
E-mail Adrianfentonicase@yahoo.co.uk

Regional Representative for Africa
Dr Ben Akpan
Executive Director of STAN, Nigeria
E-mail: ben.akpan@stan.org.ng
(Member Organisation – Science Teachers
Association of Nigeria)

Regional Representative for Latin
America
Gabriela Inigo
E-mail: gabrela_inigo@hotmail.com
(Member Organisation – Albert Einstein
Club, Mar del Plata, Argentina)

Regional Representative for Asia
Dr Azian Abdullah
Director, RECSAM, Malaysia
E-mail: azian@recsam.edu.my
(Member Organisation – RECSAM)

Regional Representative for North
America
Prof Norman Lederman
E-mail: ledermann@iit.edu
(Member Organisation - Council of
Elementary Science International (CESI))

Regional Representative for
Australia/Pacific
Dr Beverley Cooper
E-mail: bcooper@waikato.ac.nz
(Member Organisation – NZASE, New
Zealand)
Regional Representative for Europe
Dr Declan Kennedy
E-mail: d.kennedy@ucc.ie
(Member Organisation – Irish Science
Teachers Association (ISTA)

Chairs of Standing Committees
Safety in Science Education
Dr Ken Roy
E-mail: Royk@glastonburyus.org
World Conference
Dr Robin Groves
E-mail grovesr@ozemail.com.au
Pre-secondary and Informal Science
Education
Ian Milne
E-mail I.Milne@auckland.ac.nz
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